Introduction.
In two recent joint papers E. W. Johnson and J. P. Lediaev introduced the concepts of the weak union condition [2] and the union condition on primes [3] in their studies of the structure of Noether lattices. In this paper we investigate the structure of Noether lattices which satisfy two closely related conditions: the strong union condition on elements, and the strong union condition on primes. In addition, for each element A of a Noether lattice L, we introduce an element associated with A which we denote by s/(A). In conjunction with these concepts, we are able to prove the following result (Theorem 3.1).
Let L be a Noether lattice. Then the following four properties are equivalent.
(1.1) L satisfies the strong union condition on elements. 2. Preliminary remarks. In this section we shall define the necessary concepts and present a preliminary result. The reader is referred to [l]- [6] for terminology used in the remainder of this paper which is not denned here. Most of the basic terminology can be found in [1] .
A Noether lattice L is said to satisfy the strong union condition on elements if, given a collection {Pa:a.eS} of primes of L and an element A of L such that A^P^, for each a in S, there exists a principal element E of L such that E^A and E^PX, for each a in S.
A Noether lattice L is said to satisfy the strong union condition on primes if, given a collection {Px:a.eS} of primes of L and a prime element P of L such that P^.Pa, for each a in S, there exists a principal element E of L such that is^P and E^P^, for each a in S.
Let L be a Noether lattice. For each element A of L, let <s/L4) denote the join of all elements X of L such that Xk^A, for some nonnegative integer k. Note that A^<p/(A) and that, since L satisfies the ascending chain condition, if B^srf(A), then there exists a nonnegative integer k such that
We will need the following preliminary result in the proof of our main theorem. 3. The main result. In this section we shall prove our main theorem which shows a structural property of Noether lattices which satisfy the union conditions. Let L be a Noether lattice. It is immediate from the definitions that if L satisfies the strong union condition on elements, then L satisfies the strong union condition on primes.
Assume for a moment that there exists a prime P in L such that P?£j</(E), for every principal element EoiL with P5=P. For each principal element E of L with E^P, we shall now construct a prime element PE of L such that E^PE and Pd£PE. It will then follow that L does not satisfy where H is principal and H^A. Now, suppose that for each element A of L there exists a principal element E of L such that s/(A) = si(E). We shall now see that L satisfies the strong union condition on elements. Assume A is an element of L and that A^Pa, for all a in S. Let £ be a principal element of L such that si(E)=si(A).
Then s/(E)^Pa, for all a in S, so P^Pa, for all ainS.
We have now established the following result.
Theorem 3.1. Let L be a Noether lattice. Then the following four properties are equivalent.
(3.1) L satisfies the strong union condition on elements. The altitude of a Noether lattice L is denned to be the supremum of the ranks of the prime elements of L. We will require the following proposition to obtain our final result. Proof.
Let M be a maximal element of L and let E be a principal element of L such that $J(E) = M. Since maximal elements in a Noether lattice are prime [1] , it follows that M is a minimal prime of E, so that by the Principal Element Theorem [1, Theorem 6.4] the rank of M is at most one. Thus, since this is true for every maximal element of L, the altitude of L is at most one. Q.E.D.
By combining Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let L be a Noether lattice. If L satisfies the strong union condition on primes, then the altitude of L is at most one.
